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Abstract— Due to world dynamics and hardware uncertainty,
robots inevitably fail in task executions, leading to undesired
or even dangerous executions. To avoid failures for improved
robot performance, it is critical to identify and correct robot
abnormal executions in an early stage. However, limited by
reasoning capability and knowledge level, it is challenging for
a robot to self diagnose and correct their abnormal behaviors.
To solve this problem, a novel method is proposed, human-to-
robot attention transfer (H2R-AT) to seek help from a human.
H2R-AT is developed based on a novel stacked neural networks
model, transferring human attention embedded in verbal re-
minders to robot attention embedded in robot visual perceiving.
With the attention transfer from a human, a robot understands
what and where human concerns are to identify and correct its
abnormal executions. To validate the effectiveness of H2R-AT,
two representative task scenarios, “serve water for a human in
a kitchen” and “pick up a defective gear in a factory” with
abnormal robot executions, were designed in an open-access
simulation platform V-REP; 252 volunteers were recruited
to provide about 12000 verbal reminders to learn and test
the attention transfer model H2R-AT. With an accuracy of
73.68% in transferring attention and accuracy of 66.86% in
avoiding robot execution failures, the effectiveness of H2R-AT
was validated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Influenced by real-world dynamics and hardware uncer-
tainty, robots inevitably fail in task executions. For example,
obstacles impede robot motions, causing failures of deliv-
ering human-requested objects [21] [3]; sensor uncertainty
gives unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) unreliable information
of teammate locations, leading to a wrong heading direction
in UAV team flocking [36] [29]; commonsense shortage
makes it difficult for a robot to understand tool usage
and human intents, decreasing the execution flexibility of a
manufacturing robot and consequently increasing the failure
rate [38] [45] [4]. Robot abnormal behaviors result in various
hazards, including economic loss, threats to human safety,
and a decrease in robot social acceptance. For example,
picking up wrong objects on the assembly line lead to
lower productivity [35] [13]; undesired robot trajectories in
daily assistance cause robot bumping into a human, which
raises human safety concerns [33] [2]; misunderstanding the
thoughts of autism children during companion hurt their
feelings, reducing the reliability of the robots [27] [7].
Even though failure avoidance is in an urgent need for
an improved robot performance [15] [32], it is challenging
to practice it in the real world. First, it is hard for a robot
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Fig. 1: An illustration of the attention transfer using the developed
H2R-AT model. The attention region of a human (from human
observation perspective) and robot (from robot perceiving perspec-
tive) are highlighted as shown. By using H2R-AT the attention of
abnormal robot executions was transferred from a human to a robot
to alert its failures in an early stage before failures happen.
to realize that its performance is abnormal [17]. Accurate
and prompt failure detection is difficult due to the high re-
quirements for both advanced sensing systems and reasoning
algorithms. It is challenging to design a reasoning system
that both plans task executions and meanwhile monitors
its abnormalities [30] [49]. Moreover, even though a robot
can realize its abnormalities, it is difficult for it to identify
the abnormal executions and correct them correspondingly
[46] [26]. Last, it is expensive to correct robot failures that
it needs extra perceiving, reasoning, and acting systems,
which largely increases the cost of robot system design and
deployments [40].
To solve these challenges, a novel human-to-robot atten-
tion transfer (H2R-AT) method, as shown in Figure 1, was
developed in this paper, by borrowing human intelligence to
detect abnormal robot executions in an early stage and then
correct them correspondingly for failure avoidance.Human
attention is reflected in the concern of the specific area of
their perceiving. When abnormal behaviors happen, human
address their concern immediately on the fault area and
generate the possible reason by their domain knowledge.
Through H2R-AT, human can transfer their concern to robots
and help them notice their wrong execution. In this research,
we envision a human-guided robotic system. Human mon-
itors the robot execution and verbally alerts the abnormal
executions. We mainly have three contributions:
• Developed a novel attention transfer method to transfer
human attention of unsatisfied performance of a robot,
to alert robot failure in an early stage.
• Developed a novel attention supported method to help
with the identification of robot abnormal executions for
performance improvement and failure correction.
• Designed a natural failure warning interface by directly
understanding human natural language suggestions to
locate the problematic executions without prior training.
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Fig. 2: The framework of H2R-AT using human verbal reminders for robot failure avoidance. Human attention is embedded in verbal
reminders. Feature vectors extracted from human verbal reminders and feature vectors from robot visual perceiving are combined to get
confined attention. With the confined attention, the robot can correct its abnormal behavior accordingly.
II. RELATED WORK
Attention sharing was investigated in the robotics field to
indicate human preference and clarify robot confusion [12]
[47]. The attention mechanism was used in both daily and
industrial scenarios to increase robot execution efficiency,
improve robot execution accuracy, ensure human safety, and
raise robot social acceptance [1] [5] [37]. For example, a
social robot used human-like gestures according to human
attention in a conversation to increase human engagement in
interactions [42] [41] [34]; a service robot changed its trajec-
tory by estimating human intended places to avoid collision
with the human [6] [23]; an industrial robot followed human
head orientations to find the intended place to improve
object search and delivery accuracy [43] [10]. Even though
attention mechanisms have been used in robotics research,
there is rare work focusing on robot failure avoidance, which
largely decreases robot performance, brings safety concerns
in robot deployments, while is still ignored. The H2R-AT
presented in this paper targeted failure avoidance by utilizing
an attention mechanism to involved in a human to send
timely alerts for the robot abnormal behaviors.
Moreover, current attention transfer methods are unnatural,
requiring prior user training which is expensive and time-
consuming. Non-verbal attention was used to express human
expectations to guide robot executions. Safety concern atten-
tion was delivered by using human gaze to indicate the cared
human location to avoid collision [9] [18]. Social etiquette
attention was delivered by recognizing facial expressions to
suggest human willingness of cooperation [11] [22] [39].
Human preference attention was delivered by using hand
gestures to point to the human-desired personal items for
daily assistance [16] [20]. Though non-verbal attention is
effective in delivering human instructions to robots, due to
the needs in adding extra perceiving devices and reasoning
algorithms, such as computer vision systems and image
intelligence methods, to extract human instructions, non-
verbal attention is expensive in designing robotic systems.
Also, non-verbal attentions merely allow limited interaction
patterns, restricting the content in human instructions sent
to a robot and further limiting the implementation scope of
robotic systems. In this work, the proposed H2R-AT enables
a robot to directly process human verbal instructions with an
accurate understanding, supporting natural human guidance
on robot failure avoidance and have no requirements on prior
user training, complex vision and sensor systems, reducing
the cost for the robot failure avoidance.
Some research has been done to correct abnormal execu-
tions for robot failure avoidance. One type was choosing an
alternative execution when a robot failed in one execution.
For example, to open a drawer, a robot chooses an alternative
action “swoop back to pull the drawer”, when “grabbing the
handle” was failed [8] [24]. The other type is compensating
for the unsatisfactory execution to make it satisfactory. For
example, when a robot moved too left to dress a disabled
people, the robot adjusted its locations by measuring the
deviation between the desired and actual location [26] [14];
when a robot was picking up a part but failed, the robot
adjusted its gripper speed to avoid the previous failures [44].
Many of the current researches are focusing on avoiding fail-
ures in the future after the current failure. Even though these
methods are effective in failure avoidance while allowing
failures is risky because the initial failures will cause the
loss of human trust in cooperation and cause physical system
damages for the robots. Moreover, it increases challenges for
robot task executions by requiring robots to detect failures
autonomously. In our method, a human instructor is involved
to monitor robot executions. Given the high-level intelli-
gence, human can accurately detect abnormal executions
in an early stage, enabling prevention of failures before
it actually happens. Also, given the integration of human
intelligence in the proposed H2R-AT, the requirements on
self failure assessment will be lowered down, releasing more
reasoning capability and computational sources for a robot
to performance more important functions.
III. ATTENTION TRANSFER MODEL
When abnormal executions occur, people will give a verbal
alert to correct robot behaviors. The transfer of attention can
help the robot to understand human alert and correspondingly
to identify the abnormal robot executions by localizing the
human attention regions onto robot perceived actions.
Fig. 3: The model of LSTM-based human reminder processing.
Words from human natural language are encoded to vectors by
word embedding. The LSTM is used to process these vectors to
extract human attention expressed by the verbal descriptions.
As shown in Figure 2, by using verbal reminders, hu-
man attention for suspicious robot behaviors are expressed;
based on Stacked Attention Networks [50], we designed
a new model, H2R-AT, combined with analysis methods
in human verbal reminder processing and visual feature
extraction of abnormal robot executions. Human attention
has been correlated with specific regions in robot perceiving,
which is directly correlated with some robot executions, for
finally identifying the abnormal robot executions according
to human attention.
A. Interpreting Human Intention from Verbal Reminders
Human verbal alerts described the location and types of
robot abnormal executions. Based on an LSTM model (Fig3),
the semantic meaning embedded in human verbal alerts will
be extracted.
The NLP module, as shown in Figure 3, can identify
different reminders (concerns) accurately because of the use
of LSTM and word embedding. LSTM has a strong temporal
modeling capability in extracting meaning from temporal
human verbal instruction which is suitable for dynamic
scenarios where a human gives a continuous description.
Considering a human natural language reminder r =
[r1, r2, ...rI ] where I represents the length of the reminder
and ri represents an “one-hot” vector of the ist word of the
reminder.
Let Mwe represent the word embedding matrix, which can
be considered as a matrix to show the robot the relations of
different words. It is used to convert the words to vectors
Mi.
Mi =Mwe · ri, i ∈ 1, 2, ...I (1)
Then the result vectors of each word are fed to LSTM in
sequence and use the vector of the last word RI to represent
the whole-sentence reminder.
Ri = LSTM(Mi), i ∈ 1, 2, ...I (2)
With this algorithm, a robot combines the meaning of a
single word and the context of the whole reminder, which
can help it to extract attention-related patterns from human
reminders.
B. Locating Robot Attention in Visual Perceiving
The moment when human raises a reminder is considered
as the moment of robots showing visually observable ab-
normal executions. The robot records a video at this specific
moment from its own perspective for describing the abnormal
Fig. 4: The model of VGGnet-based robot attention identification.
The robot visual perceiving (images) from a human-reminded
abnormal execution moment are processed by VGGnet to extract
visual features of abnormal robot behaviors.
executions. The visual features of robot abnormal executions
are extracted by the method in Figure 4.
Each frame of the video is turned into a 448×448 size raw
image I . The images then are converted into a 14×14×512
feature map Vf by a CNN method called VGGnet16 [25].
The 14 × 14 dimension represents the 196 regions in the
448×448 picture and each region denoted by Fi , i ∈ [0, 195]
has 32× 32 pixels. The 512 is the dimension of the features
of each region. In order to combine the word vectors to the
image matrix, a perception is used to convert Vf to have the
same dimension as the reminder vectors.
FI = CNNV GG(I) (3)
VI = tanh(Wi · FI + bi) (4)
In the Equation 4, VI is a matrix. And the ith column of
VI stand for the visual feature vector of the ith region of the
image.
C. H2R-AT for Attention Transfer
The H2R-AT combines the human reminder and the robot
view. By using two layers of attention, the most critical
region in the robot view is identified as the actual attention
of the robot.
When robots are showing abnormal executions, a robot
uses a H2R-AT model to gradually filter out unrelated areas
within its perceiving scope and finally focus on the abnormal
regions.
Given the robot visual perceiving feature matrix VI from
the robot vision and the reminder vector RI from a human
supervisor, the robot can reason by the H2R-AT model, as
shown in Figure 2.
There are two layers in our H2R-AT model. In the first
layer, a single layer neural network and a softmax function
are used to generate the distribution of robot attention to its
view.
h1 = tanh((WVI · VI)⊕ (WRI ·RI + bRI )) (5)
p1 = softmax(Wp1 · h1 + bp1) (6)
VI ∈ Rm×d represents the features of the robot visual per-
ceiving, m means the dimension of features in a region and
d means the number of regions in robot image perceiving.
The vector RI ∈ Rm represents the reminder features and is
a m dimensional vector. Suppose the dimension of WRI and
WVI is k ×m and the dimension of Wh1 is 1× k, then the
matrix p1 is a d dimensional vector represents the attention
distribution of the first layer. ⊕ is used to denote the addition
between a m dimension vector and a m × d matrix, which
is adding each column of the matrix by the vector.
Then the robot perceiving feature VI is combined together
to a d dimension vector v according to the attention distri-
bution p1 and combine v with RI to form a vector u1 which
has both the information of the robot visual perceiving and
the reminder.
v = p1 · VI (7)
u1 = v +RI (8)
Because of the use of attention, the more relevant the
region is to the abnormal execution, the more likely that a
robot will focus on it, which will lead to a more informative
u1 and thus a higher accuracy compared to the robot using
a full view to reason. However, in a complicated case, one
attention layer is not enough to locate the region which is
most relevant to the abnormal execution, so the previous
attention generating process is iterated by feeding the result
of the first attention layer to the second layer, leading to a
more fine-grained attention distribution.
h2 = tanh((WV ′
I
· V ′I )⊕ (W ′RI · u1 + b′RI )) (9)
p2 = softmax(Wp2 · h2 + bp2) (10)
Then a new vector v′ is generated like v by p2 and
added with u1 to generate a more feature distinctive vector
u2 which also has both the visual information and the
information from the reminder.
v′ = p2 · V ′I (11)
u2 = v
′ + u1 (12)
The generated u2 is used to infer which kind of abnormal
execution the robot is making.
pans = softmax(Wu · u2 + bu) (13)
D. Attention Supported Failure Avoidance
In this research, a correction model was designed to test
the feasibility of applying the proposed model H2R-AT.
Basic actions for correction were put in the action pool for
the robot to choose from. A prior user study was conducted
to match attention messages with corresponding actions for
correction. The correspond action is selected by a maximum
likelihood recommendation method. When certain human
attention is identified, the corresponding action for correction
is the most recommended action αˆ according to P (αi), the
probabilities of each potential correction action αi. In this
research, the results guide the robot to choose the right
action. When a human alert is received, the correction model
is triggered to avoid failures. First, the robot identifies the
abnormal executions using the attention message contained
in the human alert. Then, it finds the corresponding action for
correction of the certain attention message. Thus, the robot
avoided failures through correction supported by attention
transfer.
αˆ = argmax
α
P (αi|αattention), i ∈ 1, 2, ... (14)
IV. VALIDATION
The effectiveness of the H2R-AT model was evaluated by
both its accuracy and the reliability in transferring human
attention and using it for robot failure avoidance.
A. Experiment Settings: Robot Task Scenarios and Human
User Study
Robot Task Design. To learn and validate the effec-
tiveness of the H2R-AT model in guiding robot failure
avoidance, two representative task scenarios, “serve water
for a human in a kitchen” and “pick up a defective gear in a
factory” were designed. To represent typical failures in robot
executions, four types of basic abnormal robot executions
were designed as “wrong action, wrong pose, wrong region,
and wrong spacial relation”. Task scenarios were designed
with a JACO robot arm mounted with an HD camera by using
the software V-REP [19], which is a widely-used simulation
platform in robotics research [28] [48]. With a real-gravity
environment setting, dynamics and motions of robots could
be simulated in the V-REP. Decision-making strategies were
delivered to the robot by establishing real-time communi-
cation between the V-REP and Python. In our experiment,
a robot arm JACO completed tasks under the monitory of
a human instructor. The instructor was asked to give verbal
reminders to alert the robot when the robot showed abnormal
executions. At the moment of human sending alerts, the
visual observation from robot perspective was recorded as
video training samples. By using the H2R-AT model to align
both robot visual perceiving and human verbal alerts at the
moment robots showed abnormal executions, the nonlinear
relation between human attention and robot attention was
modeled to guide robot failure avoidance in an early stage.
The robot perceiving was recorded from the mounted HD
camera.
Human User Study. To learn and validate the H2R-
AT model, a human user study was conducted to collect
verbal instructions for abnormal execution description and
suggestions for robot execution corrections. The user study
was conducted on the crowd-sourcing platform, Amazon Me-
chanical Turk [31]. In total, 252 English-speaking volunteers
were recruited with 1.5 dollar payment each. They were
required to watch a 10 seconds video containing abnormal
executions, and to provide abnormality descriptions, correc-
tion suggestion, and the area they paid attention to, at the
moment of detecting abnormal executions. To guarantee the
data quality, volunteers were required to be Amazon Turk
Masters and have answer Approval Rate greater than 90%
with more than fifty approved answers. After filtering the
empty or partially empty questionnaires, finally, about 12000
verbal reminders like the ones shown in the figure 6, were
collected to label 12000 most-typical images of abnormal
robot executions. Six-fold cross-validation was implemented
for training and testing the model.
Evaluation Baseline.The human attention generated by
the user study was used as the baseline for the robot
generated attention.
Fig. 5: Visualization of the attention transfer. The three lines in this figure show the simulated robot abnormal execution, robot attention
(recommended by H2R-AT), and human attention (baseline) respectively. For all four cases, robot attention is highly consistent with
human attention, validating the accuracy of H2R-AT. Due to the model uncertainties and vague human descriptions, robot attention is
slightly more sparse than human attention.
Fig. 6: Here is the 3 human reminder examples of 4 different cases
respectively.
B. H2R-AT Performance in Attention Transfer
H2R-AT Model Accuracy. As shown in Figure 5, human
attention was successfully transferred to robot attention. The
three lines denote four types of abnormal executions, model-
transferred robot attention, and actual human attention (base-
line), respectively. Precision is the fraction of the correct pre-
dictions among all the cases predicted to be one specific type,
while recall is the fraction of the correct predictions among
all cases with the same type. The accuracy of the H2R-AT
model in attention transfer is calculated by the average of the
precision and recall. Various levels of confidence scores for
the predictions made by the H2R-AT model were used as the
threshold to accept or reject the true positives. The results are
shown in the P-R curves in Figure 7. On each curve, one dot
denotes a recall-precision pair given one threshold; one curve
denotes the prediction performance of H2R-AT in predicting
one category of task scenarios. By setting the confidence
threshold as 0.5 in reference, the average precision was about
73.73%. The average recall is about 73.63%. The precision
of each case is 76.73%, 72.46%, 73.77%, and 71.99%. The
recall of each case is 70.07%, 78.75%, 70.90%, and 74.79%.
The stable performance and the P-R curves which are close
to the upper-right corner show the effectiveness of the H2R-
AT model in transferring human attention into a robot in
various scenarios.
C. H2R-AT Reliability Analysis
Definition of Reliability. Unlike human attention, which
concentrates on one area, robot attention is distributed in
several regions due to the model and data uncertainty. For
example, in the “wrong pose” case shown in Figure 8, the
robot mapped some of its attention on the elbow, while
correct attention was on the fingers. The most popular
attention regions selected by volunteers in the user study
were set as the baseline to measure the model reliability
of attention transfer. If the model recommended attention
regions are inconsistent with the human attention region, then
it means predicted attention is unreliable in supporting robot
failure avoidance.
Attention Supported Robot Failure Avoidance. Results
show that the robot attentions, which were correctly recom-
mended by the model, are in the same regions with that
of humans, showing the good performance of the H2R-
AT model. Meanwhile, only 73.68% of the verbal attention
was correctly transferred to a robot as human expected;
the most-popular solution (with the probability of 90.75%)
from human volunteers will be adopted to correct robot
abnormal executions. Then the robot failure avoidance rate
is 66.86%, showing the largely improved robot performance
under human guidance. This result shows the potential of
using H2R-AT model to avoid robot failure in the real-world
Fig. 7: Precision-Recall (P-R) curve of four cases. The confidence
threshold is 0.5 in reference. Both the average of precision and
recall is about 73%, showing good performance of the model.
Fig. 8: Examples of wrong attention regions cased by vague human
descriptions. Figure 9(a) shows the wrong region attention caused
by the missing information of the faulty part. Figure 9(b) shows the
wrong object attention caused by the missing information of object
features.
environment.
Analysis of Model Instability. Vague descriptions caused
wrong attention mapping. Typical kinds of these wrong atten-
tions are shown in Figure 8. In Figure 8(a), the robot attention
mainly focused on the elbow because the description was not
clear enough to point out the exact part causing the error.
Also, in Figure 8(b), the description was not clear about
which cup to pick up. These examples show the two main
types of wrong attention mapping which is focusing on the
wrong part of the robot and wrong object.
There is a kind of cases in which the generated robot
attention focused on random part which are often robot-
unrelated. These kind of cases mislead the robot to an
undesired result. And it’s caused because of the similarity
of features of different part of the robot perceiving so these
kind of cases are hard to be avoided by simply retraining the
model. Thus, in order to reduce the meaningless attention
focusing on robot-unrelated things, a filter is designed to
filter out these distractions, such as wall and carpet. The
critical part often appears near the robot and the object which
often appears near the center of the perceiving. So the edge
parts of the robot view were filtered out to help the robot
with accurate attention mapping. It turns out that with the
filter, the generated attention is more focused on the robot
and the object.
Fig. 9: Comparison of robot attention visualization with and without
the filter. The using of filters rules out the robot execution irrelevant
attention(the two bright spot on the top part of the left figure). It
prevents the robot from getting inaccurate attention.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, H2R-AT, a novel model using human
attention to avoid robot execution failure was proposed.
The robot is enabled to identify its abnormal executions by
interpreting human verbal reminders. Four types of robot
abnormal executions - wrong action, wrong region, wrong
pose, and wrong spatial relation - in both daily and indus-
trial scenarios were designed. Volunteers were recruited to
provide verbal reminders for the robots and labeled their
concerned executions for training the H2R-AT. With an
average accuracy of 73.68% in transferring human attention
and 67.04% performance improvement, the feasibility of
verbally transferring human attention to robots for failure
avoidance was validated, showing the great potential in
using this H2R-AT model for naturally integrating human
intelligence for robot failure avoidance, in scenarios from
daily assistance to cooperated manufacturing.
In this work, our primary focus is validating the feasibility
of the attention transfer from a human to a robot. It should
be noticed that the simulated environment is different from
the real-world environment; the verbal reminders varies in
different task context with different human operators. To
implement this model to practically guide robot executions
in a real-world environment, appropriate visual observations,
as well as accurate human verbal descriptions for abnormal
robot executions need to be provided to ensure the good
performance of this model. Task, operator, and environment
specific verbal reminders need to be collected for further
improving the model performance in robot failure avoidance.
In the future, novel attention-based correction methods
will be designed to accurately correct robot executions after
human reminders. Moreover, more user study will be con-
ducted to access the satisfactory degree of human on robot
abnormal execution corrections. Another potential research
could be the knowledge transfer based on this attention
model, making the model effective in different task scenarios
to guide robot failure avoidance.
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